(C8027) Psychological Perspectives on Self and Identity

Convenor: Viv Vignoles Essay

ESS (80%) - 3,000 words:

You are required to write an essay using a DIFFERENT title than your original assignment from the list on the module Canvas site. You may also see the module Convenor to request an alternative title reflecting interests you have developed within the module.

Presentation PRE (10%) - Presentation weeks 4-7:

If the original presentation was MISSED, you should create a PowerPoint slide show using the SAME title as the presentation that you missed. If the original presentation was NOT MISSED, you should create a PowerPoint slide show using a DIFFERENT TITLE FROM THE SAME MODULE WEEK as your original presentation. Possible titles are listed in the weekly topic information on the module Canvas site. You should use the Notes panel for each slide to explain what you would have said about each slide if you had been delivering the presentation in person. Aim for around 10-12 slides per topic (suitable for a presentation of 8-10 minutes). The additional notes should be a maximum of 1,000 words (but they can be much shorter if you wish).

Presentation PRE (10%) - Presentation weeks 8-11:

If the original presentation was MISSED, you should create a PowerPoint slide show using the SAME title as the presentation that you missed. If the original presentation was NOT MISSED, you should create a PowerPoint slide show using a DIFFERENT TITLE FROM THE SAME MODULE WEEK as your original presentation. Possible titles are listed in the weekly topic information on the module Canvas site. You should use the Notes panel for each slide to explain what you would have said about each slide if you had been delivering the presentation in person. Aim for around 10-12 slides per topic (suitable for a presentation of 8-10 minutes). The additional notes should be a maximum of 1,000 words (but they can be much shorter if you wish).